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Most people think of posting bail and setting bonds around the time of your

first court appearance. Your first appearance in court is known as the Initial

Hearing or Arraignment. However, some lesser offenses or those arrests done

by warrant (after a court has already reviewed the case), will have an initial

bond set right at the time of the arrest which you can post and be released

immediately. In some situations, like a Domestic Violence arrest, however, you

have to go to court before a bond amount can be set. This court appearance

occurs within 72 hours of your arrest. A couple important things happen:

Bonding out of jail is one of the first steps

you encounter after you've been arrested.

Navigating how to post bond can be

difficult if you do not have a lawyer present

to help you understand. In this eBook, our

intention is to help clarify the definition of

"posting bond", the different types of bonds

that exist, and things like exclusions and

bond reductions. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n
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When are Bonds Relevant?

You are brought before a judge who reads

your charges to you and answers questions

You hear your rights

A mandatory protection order enters

You can arrange to have an attorney

represent you, and

The judge will set the bond amount

https://www.justice.gov/usao/justice-101/initial-hearing


C o n t i n u e d . . .

Another time when bond and posting bail

becomes relevant is when you have an

active warrant out for your arrest. Thinking

that you may have an active warrant and

can be arrested at any time is nerve

wracking. As attorneys, we have intimate

knowledge of the jails and the court

systems. Strategically timing when you turn

yourself in, using a trusted bondsman, only

taking what you need with you to jail, and

other tips and tricks can make quashing a

warrant or booking through the jail a

seamless process (or as seamless as can

be).
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Here at Colorado Lawyer Team, we know bonding out is difficult. That's why

we offer DIY packages to help understand what to expect. These DIY

packages are extremely helpful for friends and family members of loved ones

who have been unexpectedly arrested. We provide more information on our

website, and our DIY packages start at $750 to have an attorney help walk

through this entire process with you!

https://colawteam.com/colorado-legal-diy/


Bonds & Posting Bail

Bond is an amount that the judge sets and the jail

puts in place. It may be a monetary condition, but

sometimes no monetary condition is imposed. You

may sign a piece of paper promising to appear in

court on a certain day (PR). If someone does have

to post a monetary bond or monetary condition,

they are promising to appear on that date. If they

do not appear in court, that amount is forfeited.

Bond is a promise to appear in court and in

exchange, the individual is released from jail.

The bond amount is determined prior to the individual going to court.

Sometimes, the amount is known in advance. Other times, depending on the

charge, the person has to appear in front of the judge and the judge sets

the bail amount.
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What are bonds? 

Determining Bond Amount

posting a monetary bond
A bond could be posted through a personal recognizance bond, which is

when someone initially signs their name to a piece of paper that says they

promise to appear. No monetary conditions are attached to that. The bond

could be posted through a monetary bond. When the court sets a monetary...



Continued...
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... bond, the person can post the bond themselves or someone can post the

full amount for them in cash. Alternatively, the individual could go through a

surety or a bondsman. To do this, they go to a bonding agency and pay a fee

percentage of the bond amount to the bondsman who posts the remainder of

the bond for them. If you post a cash bond, it is often releasable/refundable

at the end of the case. If you use a surety, that bondsman keeps your money.

What is Bail?
“Posting bail,” is also known as posting bond.

There is no practical difference between "bail"

and "bond" and the terms are used

interchangeably in Colorado. However, some

factors may affect the bond amount, and you

can always ask for a bond reduction later on.

Some of these criteria include past convictions, past failures to appear for

court, past violations of court orders, past violations of restraining orders,

how long you’ve lived in the area, and whether you have family in the area. In

addition, if you are gainfully employed, have a permanent residence in the

jurisdiction, or the support of family and employers, all can impact a bond

amount.  How much does it cost if you are able to post bail? That depends

on all of these factors and the crime you're accused of committing. If you

cannot afford the bond that the judge sets, then you will stay in jail before

and during the trial, also known as remaining in custody. If you are in

custody, you will qualify for a public defender attorney at all future court

dates. If you bond out, you will be required to prove indigency before a free

attorney can be appointed to you. 

https://www.denverda.org/how-criminal-cases-work/
https://www.justice.gov/usao/justice-101/initial-hearing


In Colorado, you can post a cash bond yourself.

You have to pay the entire amount. For example, if

it’s a thousand-dollar bond, you will have to pay a

thousand dollars cash. If you go through a

bondsman, generally, they only require a portion of 

Essentially, what happens with the

bondsman is you paid them $100, which is

10% of the cash/surety bond amount, and

then they turn around and pay a thousand

dollars to get you out of jail. At the end of

the case, they get their thousand dollars

back and get to keep your $100. They make

a nice profit this way. Ultimately, if you post

the full $1,000 bond yourself (or a

friend/family member does), than that

money will come back to you at the end of

the case and may even be applied to court

fees and costs provided that you’re

compliant with the conditions of bond

before resolving your case and never fail to

appear or otherwise forfeit the bond.

Posting Bail using a bondsman
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that, and you’d end up paying about 10-15% of the bond amount. Most

bondsmen will not issue bonds for less than a thousand dollars because it

does not benefit them financially to do so.



personal recognizance bonds
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In a lot of cases where our clients don’t

have criminal history, or there are other

mitigating factors, we can get someone

what’s called a PR bond. PR stands for

personal recognizance, and it’s not any sort

of cash or property that you have to put up.

Instead, it’s just a signature saying that you

promise to come back to court in rare 

circumstances. Sometimes courts will let you place a property bond. That

means you pledge something like collateral in real life. Most of the time, we

don’t see this actually happen. Most bonds in Colorado are cash/surety

bonds (surety being the "bondsman"). Occasionally, though, courts may

require co-signers on PR bonds. This is someone who will be on the hook for

making sure you appear at court. The co-signer can go into court and ask to

be removed from your bond at any time, which will then re-activate a

warrant for your arrest. This type of situation is very common in juvenile

offenses, where parents will co-sign the bond on the juvenile's behalf. In

some situations, a court can also require a "PR to Treatment" which is a

fancy way of saying that the jail will only release you to a treatment facility--

such as in-patient treatment for drugs/alcohol or a mental health facility.

Most jurisdictions have criteria or factors that provide guidance to judges as

to when a PR bond is appropriate. Often, the chief judge will even put out a

"bond schedule" to set starting amounts based on the seriousness of the

case involved. Individual judges can deviate from this bond scheduled

amount, but you'll generally need to make a good argument as to why such a

change is appropriate. This is where a good lawyer can help.



PERSONAL RECOGNIZANCE CO-SIGNED BOND: this bond is essentially the

same as a personal recognizance bond, the only difference being another

person must sign as well. With this signature, the additional person is

agreeing to take responsibility if the defendant misses a court date. 

PROPERTY BOND: instead of a traditional bond that requires money, a

defendant can choose to put up property instead. 

SURETY BOND: this is the type of bond that is processed using a bondsman.

Refer to page 06 for how this process works. 

CASH BOND: this is the traditional bond that most people think of when

posting bail. In this case, only cash or certified funds will be accepted. Unlike  

a surety bond, the defendant must pay the full amount. They will receive a

receipt, and if there is any return court date, it will be printed on the receipt.

At the conclusion of the case, if the defendant has not missed a court date,

the full amount of money will be returned. 

Other types of bonds
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bonds in Larimer County
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Looking to bond out of jail in Larimer County?

Recently, an administrative order was passed in

the Eighth Judicial District (Larimer County)

outlining new amendments to its previous rules.

Some of these changes include exclusions,

determination of eligibility to post personal

recognizances bonds, and risk assessment. This is

the new "bond schedule," basically, and each

county has something similar.

Exclusions*
A defendant is ineligible to bond out of jail without seeing a judge first if

they have been arrested/charged for any of the following offenses: 

1. Felony offenses designated as Class 1, 2, or DF-1.

2. Sex offenses, against either adults or children.

3. Offenses involving Crimes of Violence [C.R.S. §18-1.3-406 (2)] or the

use of a weapon

or threat of the use of a weapon or possession of a weapon.

4. Felony drug offenses involving distribution or sale, possession with

intent to distribute or

sell, or manufacture.

5. Conspiracy, or attempt, to commit a crime coming within 2-4 above.

6. Victims’ Rights cases, as defined by C.R.S. §24-4.1-302.

7. Domestic violence, Stalking, Violation Protection Order cases.

8. If current investigation is for DUI/DUID/DWAI and:



   a. the arrestee is currently on probation for DUI/DUID/DWAI case;

   b. the arrestee is currently pending DUI/DUID/DWAI charges;

   c. the arrestee has 3 or more prior convictions; or

  d. the arrestee has a prior conviction of Vehicular Assault or Vehicular          

Homicide.

9. Vehicular Homicide

10. Vehicular Assault

11. Felony eluding.

12. Any cases in which the bond was previously set by a judge or magistrate

upon issuance

of an arrest warrant.

13. The arrestee is on bond for another pending offense. [C.R.S. §16-4-104

(3); however, this

exclusion does not apply if the new offense is a petty offense, Class 2

misdemeanor,

Class 3 misdemeanor, or Class 2 traffic misdemeanor C.R.S. §16-4-113].

14. The arrestee currently has a warrant for arrest for another pending

offense that is a felony

or Class 1 or Class 2 misdemeanor.

15. The arrestee is on parole.

16. Any individual determined to have no or minimal ties to this community, or

to be a flight

risk, or to pose a risk of harm to a victim or themselves.

17. Any offenses for which the defendant’s risk assessment score is Category

4 (High).

Continued...
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*Third Amended Administrative Order 2021-15

https://www.courts.state.co.us/Courts/District/Custom.cfm?District_ID=8&Page_ID=934


Felony Class Bond amount
Class 3 Felony (F-3)

Class 4 Felony (F-4)

Class 5 Felony (F-5)

Class 6 Felony (F-6)

$7500

$5000

$2500

$1500

The Bond Commissioner, or the person who sets the bond amount prior to

Arraignment, is also the one who determines whether a defendant is

eligible to even post bond. Additionally, they will interview the defendant

decide whether they are eligible for a PR (personal recognizance) bond.

However, they are not the sole decider: their decision must also be

approved by the Sherriff and a Judicial Officer. 

With each PR or PRCO (PR co-signed) bond that is issued, there must be a

monetary condition attached to that bond. In other words, there must be a

financial incentive for the defendant to actually return to court. 

For felonies, these amounts are as follows: 

Continued...
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eligibility of PR Bonds



Risk level Bond type
Low Risk (0-7)

Low Risk (8-11)

Medium Risk (12-14)

High Risk (15-20)

PR or PR with conditions

PRCO or PRCO with conditions

Cash or Cash/Surety with conditions

Cash or Cash/Surety with conditions
Not eligible for Pre-Advisement

Release

Another addition to Larimer County's rules for bonds is assessing the risk of

a defendant. In this case, "risk" essentially means how likely a person is to

make poor decisions regarding bonds, comply with the rules of the bond,

and appear in court. The lower the risk a person is, the more relaxed the

type of bond. The higher the risk, the more strict the bond type is, if the

person is even eligible to bond out of jail. When you're in custody, you'll likely

be interviewed by the pretrial division representatives to prepare a "bond

report" for court use at your bond hearing. 

The conditions Larimer County looks at for risk level are as follows: 

Continued...
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RIsk assessment



factors to consider
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When requesting a bond reduction, there are

a number of factors to consider. When you

request a bond reduction, you're essentially

telling the court that you're unable to pay the

full bond amount. Some important things to

consider include length of employment,

housing stability, community support, family

involvement, and health conditions.

How these factors help
If you have all of these factors - long employment, housing stability,

community support, family involvement, and having present health conditions

- then this can be very beneficial when seeking a bond reduction. 

How these factors hurt
Unfortunately, if you have none of these factors or only some, it can hurt you

when seeking a bond reduction. You will likely be considered at higher risk. If

you lose your job--because you were arrested, for example--it can actually

hurt your chances of release. If you lose your housing--because you missed a

rent payment when you were arrested, for example--it can actually hurt your

chances of release. For these reasons and others, it's important to have a

trusted advisor who can advocate on your behalf and who can help

negotiate these other facets of representation. Here at Colorado Lawyer

Team, we are not your average lawyers--we're known to work with your

family, landlords, and employers to make your life better! 



in summary

Overall, while bonds may be difficult to navigate, they are certainly not

impossible. This is eBook has provided an in-depth look into bonds, types of

bonds, bond exclusions, and requesting bond reductions. With this

information, we hope you feel better suited to tackle posting bail, bonding

out of jail, and appearing in court on your scheduled court date. 

Remember, bonds are the most relevant during Arraignment (or the Initial

Hearing) and when you have a warrant out for your arrest. When you have

an active warrant out, it's important to time when you turn yourself in, and in

both cases, it may be wise to use a bondsman if a bond is posted. 

The type of bond can vary. The types of bonds include: PR Bonds, PR Co-

Signed Bonds, PR to Treatment Bonds, Surety Bonds, Cash Bonds, and

Property Bonds. The most common of these are typically PR bonds, Surety

Bonds, and Cash Bonds. 

Additionally, there are some exclusions that prohibit a defendant from

being able to bond out of jail. Although there are many, some include: a

Class 1, 2, or DF-1 Felony; Sex Offenses (including adults and children);

Domestic Violence, Stalking, and Violation Protection Order cases; and

Felony Eluding. If you are eligible to have a bond set, the Bond

Commissioner will determine what amount to set bond at. The general

range depends on the type of case. 

Need legal help? Looking for criminal defense representation or family law

representation? Reach out to the Colorado Lawyer for a FREE 30 minute

consultation by visiting our website at colawteam.com or giving us a call at

(970) 670 - 0738.
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